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Helpful Tools

-Flathead screwdriver

-Phillips head screwdriver

-Wire Strippers

-Crimping tool or soldering tool

-10,11,12mm sockets (Sizes vary by vehicle)

-Multimeter

Note: If you have halos, it is easiest to install the controllers for those
first. Skip down to the halo section and come back here when you’re finished.

This guide is for Non-H4 Vehicles (4th Gen 4Runners, 5th Gen
4Runners, 3rd Gen Tacomas, Land Cruisers, etc.) that have a
separate high and low beam bulb.

Non-H4 Headlights (separate high and low beam) do NOT
require any kind of harness.
There are simply 2 connectors
on the back of every headlight
for the high and low beams.
These will be pre combined for
you, if necessary.

The connectors will look
identical or very similar to
the one pictured right.



Connect each one to your vehicles high and low beam
plugs. If the high and low beams are not working,
flip the plug upside down.

The most common issue is that the wires are simply
connecting backwards (power to ground and ground to
power)

Super easy, huh? Flip on your lights and gawk at the

difference!

-If you don’t have halos, you’re now finished! Be sure to
share your new lights with us on social media to be
featured!

Halo Installation Guide

-Note: On many Toyota vehicles, the DRL and the turn signal
are located in the same bulb and is controlled by the ECU. In
order to make your turn signals function correctly with
halos, the DRL will need to be disabled if your turn signal
and DRL are in the same bulb. There are many great resources
online to accomplish this.

Switchback Halos (Standard if RGBW is not selected)

- First, decide what you want your halos to do. The
most common application for switchback halos is
writing the white to the parking light and amber as
a turn signal.

- There are 3 wires for the halo- red,
black and yellow.

- Black is GROUND
- Red is WHITE
- Yellow is AMBER



- If you need to locate the parking lights, turn your headlight
stalk to the first notch. This will turn the parking lights
on. Locate the wires leading to the bulb that lights up when
you do so.

- On most Toyotas, the Green wire is the power wire for
many features like parking lights and turn signals.
Still, verify this with a quick google search or
multimeter before connecting any wires.

- Connect the RED wire to the power for the parking light

- Connect the YELLOW wire to the power for the turn
signal

-BLACK can be connected to the other, non-power wire for
either feature or grounded elsewhere on the vehicle

- We recommend crimping sleeves or soldering the
wires together for the most reliable installation
- It is best practice to wrap your connector in

electrical tape if not using a watertight
connector

- We’re happy to provide tech support if
you get stuck!

OLD RGB Halos(No Turn Signal)
- RGB halos have a slightly different

install process. They only have two
wires
that require connecting. (Shown right)

- White is POWER
- Black is GROUND

- RGB halos cannot act as both running



lights and turn signals. If you try to
wire them to the turn signals, that is
all they will do.

- RGB halos are best wired to
DRLs/Parking lights

- The controller/harness (shown bottom
right) will connect directly to the
yellow/red connectors coming out of the
back of the housing

- Extra connectors can be ignored
- The control box will likely need to be in the

middle of your vehicle for all connectors to
properly reach.

- To download the app for the Bluetooth Connector, scan
the QR Code on the back of the white box.

- Once downloaded, select the “SK6812_RGBW” option
with the GRB profile. Under that option are 120

show modes,
controlled at the top, along with solid colors,
controlled at the bottom.

- You can also adjust the speed and brightness of the halos.

NEW RGBW System (Standard on all builds ordered
after 2/1/22)

-The new RGBW system has a different
controller (Shown Right) and more
wires than the controller pictured
above.

-RED is power
-Black is Ground
-Yellow is one turn signal
-Blue is one turn signal
-White can be taped off and

ignored.



-The RED and BLACK wires will connect in to your parking
lights.

- If you need to locate the parking lights, turn your headlight
stalk to the first notch. This will turn the parking lights
on. Locate the wires leading to the bulb that lights up when
you do so.

-Power wires for the parking lights are typically green.

-The YELLOW and BLUE wires will
connect to one turn signal
each.

-NOTE: It does not matter
which turn signal they are
connected to.

-Turn signal power wires are
often red or green in color.
Connect the YELLOW and BLUE
wires to the turn signal, one
per side.

-Each wire corresponds to one
pair of connectors to the halos
on the RGBW Controller (Shown
Right). To see which is which,
plug one set in to a headlight.
Turn on the turn signal and
verify that it is flashing
correctly. If it is not, switch
to the other pair of connectors
from the controller to the halos.

New RGBW Bluetooth App

The new RGBW system uses an updated app. Scan the QR code
on the controller to download the app, or search the app
store for “Magic Lantern”



Your headlights will show up on the leftmost tab. There is
a chain visual that shows if you are connected to the
lights or not.

Once connected, the “Adjust” screen allows you to select
solid colors

The “Style” Screen lets you select from different show
modes

Boom! You’re all done! Don’t forget to share the new
lights with us on social media!

Instagram: @teqcustoms

Facebook: @teqcustoms

Email: TEQCustoms@gmail.com


